97 honda accord vtec engine
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embassy world Start date Jan 16, Status Not open for further replies. I have a accord ex with
tranny problems, i bought a ex-r that rolled over for its engine and tranny, leather interior blah
blah now the problem lies that my original accord is not a vtec engine , but my new accord is
the vtec, they are virtually the same car otherwise minus sunroof and leather, can the engine be
swapped easily? I take it you are in Canada- anyway fo ahead and drop it in, super simple swap,
you only have to wire one wire in for VTEC, everything else is a direct swap. The cars are the
same. The engine is a direct bolt in. You will need a vtec ecu or an rpm activated switch so vtec
will work, and you need to wire up the vtec solenoid, and vtec pressure if you use the vtec ecu.
If they are you'll need to buy a jumper harness from rywire. Yes, the tranny will bolt right up,
that will be no problem at all. If you are just wanting the tranny, and your current engine is fine,
just say what the hell and do a tranny swap. Trust me, I have done two tranny swaps in 5th gens
and 1 engine swap, and I can assure you that the tranny swap is less involved if only slightly
and you're better off leaving the engine alone unless you have a good reason to pull it out. I
always tell everyone while you have the transmission out and the exhaust downpipe off do the
following seals to save yourself an asshurt later: Engine Rear Main Seal Transmission Input
Shaft Seal Oil Pan Gasket Distributor O Ring Seal Be sure to use a utility knife to score the ear
of the distributor and the ear on the head so you can get the distributor right back in the EXACT
same spot Then if you haven't done your timing belt I'd consider doing that too if you want to be
sure you aren't going to have to turn around and replace the engine anyway if it breaks. If you
do the timing belt job, here are the parts I always replace while doing it: Valve Cover Gasket
Camshaft Seal Crank Seal Balance Shaft Seal Tensioner Pulleys TIming Belt Balance Shaft Belt
Water Pump Thermostat Then if you want to be sure the cooling system will never leave you
stranded you can replace the 3 heater hoses and 2 radiator hoses- I've had a heater hose that
was only 11 years old burst on me, under normal driving, so I would take those seriously while
you already have one off doing the transmission. If you have any more questions let us know,
but while doing major things its a good time to do the minor things as well. BrutalB83 Brutal
Moderator Moderator. I know it's been a while, but I'm swapping my non vtec to vtec in my 94 lx.
I still have both cars and just spent 2days after work removing entire harness from the 94 ex.
Any pics would be nice for the wires and colors. Similar threads M. In a bit of a pickle here,
F22b3. Universe Nov 6, Accord. Replies 0 Views 1K. Nov 6, Mr. Accord engine swap. Ximalf Feb
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Feb 7, Swap Articles. Replies 19 Views 18K. Jan 24, dilbeckskate. Replies 10 Views 4K. Sep 16,
dilbeckskate. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to
keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use
of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. If you're a car enthusiast, you've probably heard the term
"VTEC" before, but you might not know what it means. If you don't, here's an explainer. VTEC is
a type of variable valve-timing system developed and used by Honda. Like most other
variable-valve timing systems , VTEC varies oil pressure to shift between different cam profiles.
At higher engine speeds, the cam profile allows greater valve lift, which allows more air into the
cylinder. This helps generate more horsepower. But the way VTEC goes about switching cam
profiles is totally distinct. Most variable valve-timing systems use increased oil pressure to shift
the timing of the camshaft, opening the valves earlier; VTEC uses an entirely different set of
cams at high RPMs. Explaining the process with words alone doesn't do it justice. If you want to
know what happens inside the engine, definitely give this clip a watch. As Fenske explains,
VTEC-equipped engines have two rocker arms with their own low-profile cams for each cylinder,
and a central rocker arm with its own high-profile cam, which is unused at low RPMs. As engine
speeds rise, a piston inside the rockers is pressurized with oil, locking all three cams together
to increase valve lift. This is where that signature "VTEC kicking in" sound comes from. Now
next time you "get into VTEC" while driving your Honda, you'll know exactly what's happening
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Indy V8. Indy V6. You have no vehicle information saved in your Honda Owners account.
Vehicle Specifications. Print Specs. Back to top. Type: Aluminum-Alloy In-Line 4. Displacement
cc : Horsepower rpm SAE net : Torque lb. Compression Ratio: 8. Ignition System: Electronic.
Type: Front-Wheel Drive. Manual Transmission: 5-Speed. Automatic Transmission: 4-Speed
available. Body Type: Unit Body. Suspension: 4-Wheel Double Wishbone. Steering Type: Power
Variable Assist. Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft. Wheels: 15" Alloy. Spare Tire: Compact.
Wheelbase in. Length in. Height in. Width in. Track in. Curb Weight lbs. Headroom in. Legroom
in. Shoulder Room in. Hiproom in. Usable Cargo Volume cu. Interior Passenger Volume cu.
Power Moonroof. Integrated Rear Window Antenna. Body-Colored Dual Power Mirrors. Body
Side Moulding: Body-Colored. Impact-Absorbing Body-Colored Bumpers. Dual Outlet Exhaust.
Multi-Reflector: Halogen Light. Dual Airbags SRS. Driver's Seat AdjustableLumbar Support. Air
Conditioning. Power Windows. Power Door Locks. Cruise Control. Map Lights. Front 3-Point
Seat Belts. Adjustable Steering Column. Front Passenger Walk-In Seat. Fold-Down Rear
Seatback with Lock. Quartz Digital Clock. Beverage Holder. Dual Illuminated Vanity Mirrors.
Trunk-Open Warning Light. Remote Fuel Filler Door Release. Remote Trunk Release with Lock.
Rear Window Defroster with Timer. Rear Seat Heater Ducts. Low-Fuel Warning Light.
Maintenance Interval Indicator. Fuel gal. Body Side Moulding. Leather-trimmed Seats and Door
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Shipping. The 2. This engine was an optional engine as an upgrade from the 2. These engines
remained completely unchanged through the five production years. This feature is designed to
maximize horsepower at high revolutions-per-minute. As with the horsepower, the VTEC system
makes maximum torque at a higher-than-usual rpm. The peak torque is foot-pounds at 4, rpm. It
also had a single-overhead-cam configuration, meaning it had a single camshaft on the top of
the cylinder head. This engine had a bore -- cylinder width -- of 3. The compression ratio was
rated at 9. Getting maximum fuel economy is one of the advantages of the VTEC engines. Justin
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